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Abstract: A general model of a branching random walk in IR1 is considered, with
several types of particles, where the branching occurs with probabilities determined
by the type of a parent particle. Each new particle starts moving from the place
where it was born, independently of other particles. The distribution of the
displacement of a particle, before it splits, depends on its type. A necessary and
sufficient condition is given for the random variable

X° = sup max XnΛ

to be finite. Here, XΆtk is the position of the kth particle in the nth generation, Nn is
the number of particles in the nth generation (regardless of their type). It turns out
that the distribution of X° gives a minimal solution to a natural system of
stochastic equations which has a linearly ordered continuum of other solutions.
The last fact is used for proving the existence of a monotone travelling-wave
solution to systems of coupled non-linear parabolic PDE's.

1. Introduction and the Results

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we extend (and make more precise)
results concerning the asymptotics of the single-type branching random walk
obtained in [KKS 1-3] to the multi-type case. Secondly, and perhaps more
importantly, we derive, from our results, a new theorem about the existence of
monotone travelling waves, for a general system of coupled reaction-diffusion
equations (otherwise known as Fisher or Kolmogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov equa-
tion (see [F] and [KoPP]) 1 . The connection between the reaction-diffusion
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